CERTIFIED
Everyone is satisfied with their synthetic turf when it is installed. But, what about year
5 and beyond? Shawgrass’s 450+ONE certification ensures the quality you expect and
deserve to extend the life of your installation without sacrificing performance and aesthetics.

AMERICAN-OWNED & MADE IN THE USA
ALL TURF THAT WE MANUFACTURE undergoes a minimum of 450 quality & performance
tests to Ensure you are getting a world-class LANDSCAPE OR RECREATIONAL surface
All quality tests are done by full-time
employees of Shaw Industries Group, Inc.

All manufacturing is done in facilities
wholly owned and staffed by employees
of Shaw Industries Group, Inc.

+ONE represents our associates going above-and-beyond the requisite testing
to make sure you are completely satisfied
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science
THE

BEHIND

Shawgrass products are developed through extensive research in our
world class research and development laboratory. The development of
our products takes place under the guidance of the same dedicated
group of reaches who develop world-class playing surfaces for Shaw
Sports Turf.
Our team works in the largest and most dynamic research laboratory
dedicated to synthetic turf in the world.
With testing protocols and procedures that exceed those of even the
most stringent independent labs, the Research and Development Center
at Shawgrass is at the forefront of advancement of the most aesthetically
pleasing and best-performing turf systems in the world.
The 75,000 square-foot research and development center is the largest
and most expansive in the industry. The facility houses a “pilot” experimental manufacturing plant with narrow-width versions of the machines
used in our manufacturing facilities. These machines give our R&D team
the ability to run initial trials like no one else in the industry can. The
equipment in the pilot plant is dedicated to tufting, twisting, texturizing,
air entangling, coating and yarn development.
The R&D team also has access to a large turf performance lab featuring
all the necessary equipment to test factors ranging from wear and abrasion to effects of weather.
As a result of this commitment to research and development, Shawgrass
products are considered the best the industry has to offer and gives
customers peace-of-mind in knowing their products are state-of-the-art.
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